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The Making of the Trailer
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1. Ideas and Sketches

From the very beginning we set the 
target towards old 50’s Sci-fi  movies. 
Yes, those low budget fi lms with plastic  
monsters, miniatures and cardboard 
models.

Initially we surfed the net for some 
information and images to inspire from, 
as it is shown in plates 1a and 1b.

As soon as we agreed on the elements 
and concepts, I did some skecthes in 
pencil and white sanguine over a piece 
of black posterboard (plates 1c and 
1d).

We talked about making a model of clay 
and cardboard: a space landscape with 
craters, cracked terrain, mountains in 
the distance and a background full of 
stars.

I did a ‘multi-sketch’ according to that 
plan (plate 1e) and set a preliminary 
steps-to-follow:
a) Model of the stage.
b) Cardboard crops for the terrain 
level. 
c) Clay modelling and texture.
d) Camera placement and travelling 
system.
e) Smoke system (under the surface).
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1a 1b

1c 1d�
1a, 1b: Some space lansdcapes (fantasy illustrations)

1c: Original Sketch (planet surface)

1d: Original Sketch (background)
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1e: General plan sketch

1e
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2. First Model

According with a true planet surface 
(plate 2a), we studied the terrain 
features and levels.

I decided to make a mock-up model 
before the defi nitive one. 

In a small sheet of cardboard I did some 
cuts and prepared different levels (plate 
2c).

I glued the cardboard and covered 
it with a plastic net used to protect 
plantations from birds (plate 2d). I 
thought this could be helpful for the 
clay to hold on the fl oor. Then I mixed 
some wheat fl our with water to obtain 
a powerful adhesive (and a cheap one!). 
The result is shown in plate 2e. 

Once I covered all with clay,  I let 24 
hours to dry and we noticed the surface 
was cracked (plate 2f), and said: “Mmm, 
interesting!” Maybe this could help with 
the lights, creating nice textures.

At this point, we were ready to explore 
the unknown. That experiment of 
‘creating a mock-up planet’ and fi lming 
it for the trailer could be a success or a 
complete mess...
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2a 2b

2c 2d

2e 2f

2a: Planet surface

2b: Definitive surface used on final model

2c: First model pieces

2d, 2e: Preparing the net and the gluing

2f: Surface after drying
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We painted some parts of the surface 
with a light grey spray in order to create 
more contrast in black and white when 
fi lming (plate 2g).

We also did some minor purchases, and 
were lucky to fi nd one single box full of 
plastic bugs and even a mini-mountain 
made in China for less than one euro 
(plates 2i, 2j, 2k).

In the fi nal trailer, the fi rst footage 
shows those plastic mountains and 
bugs, as it is shown on plate 2h and 2l.

When you apply some lights and turn 
the images to black and white, some 
magic is releasing...

In the beginning we thought about 
using all those plastic bugs, but only a 
few of them were ‘hired’ for the fi lm.

The true starring was about to 
appear...

In the meanwhile we decided to start 
with the background panel. two or three 
pieces of black posterboards would be 
enough, full of stars, planets, and even 
a galaxy.
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2g                2h

2i 2j

2k 2l�
2g: Cracked surface on testing model

2i: The cheap box of plastic bugs

2j: Two plastic mini mountains (10 cm high each)

2k: A scorpion, two bees and a fly asking for some importan role in the trailer

2l, 2h: Definitive footage of the trailer (youtube capture)
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3. Background

With a piece of black posterboard, a 
white sanguine pencil and a blender, I 
just did a ‘Saturn-like’ planet and some 
stars around. We hung all panels from 
the wall. In some parts we turned  into 
black the background to create more 
contrast.

	
   

3b   3d

3a: Background effect used on final model

3b, 3e: Sketching the planet

3c: Final aspect with no contrast treatment

3d: All panels hanging from the wall

3f: Contrast treatment

3c

3a

3f3e
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4a 4b

4c

4d 4e�
4a: A true planet surface photo (inspiration)

4b: Some tools over the cardboard

4c: In the very beginning: tools and cardboard

4d, 4e: Terrain levels ready for gluing

4. Main Model

We were ready to build the main model. 
A cardboard sheet of 90 x 70 cm was 
used for this. 

A few domestic tools like a scissors, 
ruler, pencil and cutter were enough to 
operate.

With a true planet surface in mind we 
cropped some pieces of cardboard to 
simulate the terrain levels.

We also put several holes throughout the 
cardboard to build the craters over.

The plan was covering all with clay and 
let it dry. The cracked surface would 
produce interesting shadows if light 
properly.

Once we achieve this surface OK level, 
the next step could be modelling the 
background mountains and the space 
ship.

The clay covering process was easy, 
we only had to put care on the textures 
applied by a sponge (plate 4g, next 
page).
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4g   4i

4f: Final terrain levels (cardboard)

4g: Applying texture with a sponge

4h, 4i: Preparing and applying a layer of clay

4j: Surface covered with clay (no texture)

4k: Texturized surface after the sponge

4h

4f

4k4j
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4l 4m

4n

4o

4l: A snack for energy recovery during the works

4n: Surface covered with clay before drying

4m, 4o, 4p: The morning after (the clay was dried, and the surface cracked)

4q: A quick shot of surface and background with wrong side lights

After creating some textures, we did the 
crater shapes and modelling the entire 
surface. 

We had to deal with cracked surface, 
and fi xing it to cover big hollows, but 
fi nally we achieved a decent result.

4p

4q
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6. Mountains

The fi rst idea was “giving the scene a 
sensation of distance”. We took some 
images to inspire from, and began to 
work with cardboard and glue. 

With basic structure set and dry, we 
covered the cardboard with some 
‘Terracota fi ller’, and began to modelling 
using a simple fork.

Once dried, we placed them with the 
surface, and tested the lights from 
various angles to create uniform and 
interesting shadows. 

With defi nitive placement, we added 
some fi ller to create a continuous terrain 
from the fl oor to the cliffs (plate 6j).
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6a    6c

6a, 6b, 6c: Inspiration images (6c is exotic, but difficult to perform. 6b was chosen for the model)

6d: Fork modelling

6e: More fork modelling (notice of the basic structure behind)

6b

6e6d
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6i    6j

6f: Setting the right placement for the mountain

6g, 6h, 6i: Preparing the furthest mountains (smallest ones)

6j: Making the transition between floor and cliffs with filler

6k: Dried mountain on the right place 

6k: Aspect of the filming set at this point

6h

6f

4l6k

6g
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7. Space Ship

The space ship would appear just a few 
seconds, and it didn’t need too much 
details. Locomalito modeled it with 
white fi ller, and painted it with a simple 
school pencil. Then added a stick for 
easy operation.

He wanted to make the ship as close 
as possible to the original one (sprite 
shown on plate 7f).
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7a    7c

7a, 7c: Ship close up

7b: Outlines made with a pencil

7d: Modelling the spaceship. Another test models are on the table

7e: Spaceship placed on its base (definitive model)

7f: Original spaceship sprite

7b

7e7d

7f
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8. FX & Lights

We were ready to perform all tests, 
including smoke, lighting effects, the 
spaceship taking off from the base and 
the scorpion attack.

For the smoke effect, the planet surface 
had to be raised to leave enough room 
below for operative control, as it is 
shown on plates 8a and 8b. 

We built a kind of cones to concentrate 
the smoke and focus it (plate 8c) through 
the craters. At this point, we did some 
tests (plates 8e, 8h, 8i, 8j).

We also did a black and white test with 
some photos, to make an approach for 
the fi nal aspect (plate 8d. Notice of the  
light coming from the wrong direction 
-right- on surface and from the left on 
the background planet).

For the lights, we set a fi xed light 
coming from the left, at low range and 
covered it with a piece of translucent 
cloth, to create semi-hard shadows on 
the surface. 

Another lamp was intended to light 
with general purpose, but we wanted to 
focus just on the background, and for 
this reason we covered the lamp with a 
cardboard structure (plate 8f).
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8a

8b

8c 8d

8a: Cardboard structure stand for supporting the planet surface

8b: Planet surface above, Special FX operations below

8c: Cone driving the smoke column (yeah, it works!)

8d: Black and white treatment 
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8e    8g

8e, 8h, 8i, 8j: Smoke tests with different intensities

8f: a lamp is wrapped in cardboard structure to focus on the background

8g: Spaceship base is burned again and again due to sparkler’s intensive tests

8f

8j8i8h

Of course we found many obstacles on 
the way and had to test several things 
by ‘trial and error’. We tried to collect 
some small pebbles and put them on 
the surface, but the result wasn’t good 
with the visuals, and we had to reject 
the idea. We used brown sugar instead 
and it worked!

For the scorpion we purchased a 15cm 
toy fi gure from ‘Primeval’ TV series 
directly from UK, and amazed by the 
quality of the monster! it has a lot of 
tiny details and 100% articulated. This 
would become a real starring for the 
photo sessions. It is sooo handsome!

We were ready to make the 10-15 
second introduction with a single shot: 
a smooth travelling from left to right, 
focusing on the planet surface, some 
smoke coming out of the craters and 
the spaceship taking off.
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8m    8n

8k: Our detailed starring

8l, 8o: selecting small white pebbles and testing on the surface (it didn’t work)

8m: Crater detail and small mountains shadow test

8n: The scorpion is threatening you

8p: General framed view

8k

8p8o

8l
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8q: Smoke cup system under the surface

8r: Mechanism (very simple) for taking off: a stick raises the spaceship

8s: Our Scorpion on the set ready to act

8t: General view of the filming set with soft lights 

8q

8t8s

8r
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9. Filming
Once every test was passed, we were 
ready to fi lm the most important scene: 
a travelling from left to right. A vehicle 
toy was used for the smooth movement 
of the camera. This little Sony DSC-
W210 was set with a small tripod. 
Cool!

We did nine or ten takes and fi nally one 
of them was OK.

8u: Our travelling driver

8v: General view of the filming set

8w, 8x: Monitoring the framed scene on the Sony camera screen

8y: Rejected shooting of ‘Scorpion attack’ on the spaceship

8w 8x

8u

8v

8y
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10. Trailer Stills

The next stills are taken direclty from 
the Youtube trailer. The images have 
a special black and white treatment.
Enjoy!

10a: Take off!

10b: General view at the beginning of the scene

10c: Some color is added. Anaglyph 3d is an option for the game

10d: Scorpion ready to attack

10e: Main title at the end of the trailer

10c 10d

10a 10b

10e
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11. Photo Album

The next stills are taken throughout 
all the process. There are also black 
and white treatment on some of them. 
Notice of the fi ne details on scorpion 
fi gure (nice!).

11a: View of the scorpion on the planet surface

11b: Scorpion close up

11c, 11d: More shots of the scorpion

11b

11a

11c 11d
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11e: An intruder has been located behind the mountain.

11f, 11h, 11i: scorpion stills 

11g: Close up crater view

11g

11f

11h

11e

11i
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Credits

(in no special order)

This     document................Gryzor87

Clay       modellers.............Locomalito
Gryzor87

Canoug

Smoke effect....................Canoug

Lights..................Roman     Empress

Camera....................Locomalito

Background...................Gryzor87

Voice over................Greg Thomas

Postproduction...........Locomalito
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